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PRIOR EDITIONS OBSOLETE
COMBAT CENTER FLEET ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (FAP) QUALIFICATION CHECKLISTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PARENT UNIT AND INCLUDED WITH ALL FAP ORDERS
3.  FAPed Marine
information:
OR
PART I - BASIC CHECKLIST (Applies to all FAP billets)
All FAPs, regardless of assignment, must meet the basic requirements in the BASIC Checklist below.  Check the applicable boxes next to each item indicating that each Marine meets the requirement.
             a.  Subject to a judicially suspended sentence.
             b.  Pending request or recommendation for administrative discharge.
             c.  Pending a line of duty or misconduct determination.
             d.  Overweight or assigned to weight control or remedial physical training.
             e.  Within 90 days after receiving nonjudicial punishment (NJP).
              f.  A court-martial conviction or 2 or more NJPs within the previous 12 month period for assignments to Category 2 or 3 FAP billets.
             g.  Identified previously as drug abuser or drug dependent.
             h.  An EAS within 30 days of the estimated detachment date from FAP.
              i.  Alcohol Referral Incident or after care.
              j.  No previous suicidal or homicidal ideations, gestures, or attempts. 
PART II - ADDITIONAL  CHECKLISTS FOR SPECIFIC BILLETS (in addition to the Basic Checklist)
In addition to the above Basic Checklist, Marines assigned to the following FAP locations/billets must meet the additional requirements listed below. 
Check the boxes next to each item in the applicable section indicating that each Marine meets the requirements.
A.  PMO FAP Billet Checklist
B.  DEERS ID Card Office FAP Billet Checklist
C.  Lifeguard FAP Billet Checklist
D.  Tax Center FAP Billet Checklist
E.  MTU FAP Billet Checklist
               a.  Marine of good character who can be trusted with routine handling of sensitive materials.
               b.  No documented alcohol or drug incidents.
               c.  No adverse page 11 entries.
F.  NREA FAP Billet Checklist
G.  RTAMS FAP Billet Checklist
H.  Combat Camera FAP Billet Check List
I.  Remarks or Comments
PART III - CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that the above named or attached listed Marines assigned to the FAP has/have met the requirements of the FAP billet to which ordered per CCO 5300.4E FAP SOP and CCBul 1300 and the applicable checklists above.
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